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Score Better with Exemplary Papers!

A good sample essay can be worth a thousand words of advice. Pick up the best sample papers at EduFixers and ace your writing. Here are some ways to use model writing:
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	Find similarities between your topic and model essays at our websites
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Words: 679			



It is no secret that a woman’s life in colonial America was challenging and exhausting. Women played a significant role in their family’s survival, as they were responsible for making most of the necessities, taking care of family members, cooking, and more. They could not be on par with men...
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How RFID Technology Is Changing Business by Matt Smith





Pages: 2			

Words: 299			



The article “How RFID Technology Is Changing Business” by Matt Smith outlines the significance of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology in the business environment. Although launched more than 4 decades ago, the practical usage of the RFID in the business environment only began less than a decade ago because of...
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Sports Organizations Undergoing Crisis Situations





Pages: 2			

Words: 295			



It is common knowledge that any organization during its lifetime will face problems and crises. It is also fairly well known that professional sports organizations are now more business-oriented than in earlier times. They now have a lot of financial stakes and have to manage their finances and their bottom...
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Establishing an Accurate Time of Discovery of the Dead Body and the Time of Death





Pages: 2			
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It is crucial to establish an accurate timeline of events surrounding the discovery of the dead body and the time of death. Police and investigators spend so much time determining the time of death because it helps in exonerating a suspect or even point important pieces of evidence to the...
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The Necessity of IT Systems in Household





Pages: 2			

Words: 358			



IT systems such as computers, personal digital assistants, motion, smoke and fire sensors, pool alarms, home alarms, and security cameras have become common household necessities that communicate simpler, faster, and better by enhancing security and accessibility in both social and business fields. Besides, unlike the use of hi-tech computer programs,...
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Diversity, Inclusivity, Social Justice for Fitness





Pages: 3			

Words: 832			



In this day and age, few people would argue against physical fitness – if anything, contemporary society probably finds it even more desirable to be fit than several generations ago. However, this theoretical understanding of fitness importance contrasts with the practical results, which point out that more than three-quarters of...
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The Tea Act and the Coercive Acts: Britain and the Colonies





Pages: 1			

Words: 268			



Originally, these two events in American-British history are closely linked to each other. The Tea Act provoked the Intolerable Acts, thus, the chain reaction was launched, which was the natural reaction for the increasing aggravation and tension between Empire and Colony. Taking into consideration the notion that American Colonies wished...
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Private Sector’s Critical Infrastructure Protection





Pages: 1			

Words: 262			



The private sector owns a large number of critical infrastructures; therefore, it has roles and responsibilities of protecting them. The role and responsibilities of the private sector involve limiting the ability of terrorists to carry out attacks in the United States. Since the private sector carries out daily transactions, which...
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Why Video Games Are Not Bad for Children





Pages: 1			

Words: 266			



Let’s discuss why video games are harmful to children or not. Examples Gunter’s study reveals that, despite several decades of research, scholars found no definite link between video game violence and violence in real life. Mass shooter Adam Lanza was suspected of committing his crime due to the bad influence...
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Catholic Tradition: What Is Revelation?





Pages: 2			

Words: 386			



There have been several concepts concerning God and Bible that are not easily comprehensible by the human brain and reasoning but only that God can reveal to a man from His bountiful mercy. The Catholic tradition understands revelation in the background of God’s concern to humanity in revealing the secrets...
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What Led to the Montgomery Bus Boycott?





Pages: 2			

Words: 383			



In the second post-war decade, there were further shifts in the settlement, social-class structure, and position of the United States’ black population, whose origins date back to the war years. A broader scale and faster pace characterized the mass migrations of African-Americans in the context of industrial growth and the...
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How Theories of Crime Address Gender Differences





Pages: 2			

Words: 366			



Differential association theory assumes that people acquire motives, techniques, values, and attitudes towards criminal behavior via their active interaction with others. The theory claims that persons tend to be involved in crime when specific definitions favoring offenses are advantageous over those that do not. One distinct feature of this approach...
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Twins’ Story in Samuel Holiday’s Under the Eagle





Pages: 2			

Words: 520			



The Twins’ story illustrates the necessity and importance of symbolism and ritual in Navajo culture. However, the more important meaning of the story is the narrative that spirituality and reliance on traditional symbolic values help people find their way even in the most difficult life situations. Based on this, we...
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Fight-or-Flight Response: When Is It Necessary?





Pages: 2			

Words: 497			



The fight or flight response is necessary because it occurs automatically as a psychological reaction to anything frightening or stressful. From a medical perspective, any threat to the human body activates the sympathetic nervous system, which triggers an urgent stress response that directs the body to either flee or face...







Sociology	




The Strategic Goal of Weathermen





Pages: 1			

Words: 272			



Fueled by the events occurring after the Vietnam War, the Weathermen aimed at overthrowing what they deemed as the imperialist power structure within American society and promoting the ideas of Communism. However, the strategy used by the organization was so over-the-place and lacking consistency that its actions were mostly incoherent....
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Factors That Lead to US’ Involvement in WWI





Pages: 2			

Words: 338			



The factor for the American involvement in World War I was the submarine war, declared by the German Empire. Buenviaje notes that after the German scuppered several American ships in early 1917, on April 6, 2017, the United States Congress announced the beginning of hostilities. However, an equally significant factor...
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The Play “An Enemy of the People” by Henrik Ibsen





Pages: 3			

Words: 868			



The play An Enemy of the People by Henrik Ibsen is considered especially emotionally loaded, as it expresses the author’s social fears and a cry from the heart. In addition, this performance has a personal relationship with the author, as it is his response to the negative public opinion about...
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Violence and Terror in “Waiting for the Barbarians”





Pages: 3			

Words: 844			



Introduction The study of literary works of various epochs and times can provide valuable information about the problems of society at that time. This is due to the fact that many authors have thus made an attempt to spread awareness about existing issues. Thus, this academic paper aims to review...
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